Soccer Team Victorious in Many Hard Fought Contests During Past Season

Considered as a whole the results of the season were gratifying. The team was not up against one of the strongest soccer teams of the East. The remainder consisted of a group of individual stars many of them displaying their skill in clever pass work and dribbling; but generally thought the team played until the last of the season.

At the start of the season the team started practice on the Tech field, and by the end of the first day to meet their first opponents, Worcester Tech. From this very opening of the season the Engineer booters showed the spirit and determination due to any good team. Strongly chartered, the season opened with the light and rapid way the Worcester goal was scored, and only en-
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of his team-mates. However, it was a real plaisir and hard fought game and the Engineers put out a stronger and better team than the Beavers had yet faced. Fighting on a slack ship will the Engineers gave an excellent account of themselves as they bowed

contests during the winter the motors are being repaired and many new improvement will be seen before the beginning of spring.
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Northeastern University was met and
easily overcome on the Tech field on the 16th of November. In this game the Tech booters piled up a high score and took charge of the game from the beginning. The Engineers did not have a chance at scoring, and a great many stam-
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